Abstract. Three long lava flows on Mars, Venus, and the Moon were examined in order to evaluate their possible emplacement rate and condition. On the Moon, flows o f the lay1 (phase 111) effusion within the Imbrium impact basin were examined using Apollo photography. The longest phase 111 flow can be followed for 250 km, terminating -400 km from the probable source vent. This flow has a width of 10 t o 25 km, thickness of 10 to 30 m, and a medial channel preserved in its proximal reach, and it was emplaced on a regional slope of -0.3". In the Tharsis region of Mars, a well-defined set of lava flows extends north from the topographic saddle between Ascraeus and Pavunis Montes. Viking Orbiter images show one flow h a t can b e triaced Tor 480 km, with a width ranging from 5 to 50 km, thickness of 3 0 to 100 m, and a prominent medial channel in its proximal reach, and was emplaced on a regional slope of -0.5' to -O.lO. The Strenia Fluctus area on Venus consists of an m a y of intermixed radar-bright and radar-dark lobate flows, one of which can he traced for 180 km, with a width of 5 to 20 km, and an unknown thickness (hut inferred to be -30 m), and was emplaced on the lowland plains where the regional slope is only -0.03'. When viewed at the full Magellan resolution, this flow contains several flow margins, indicating its compound nature. Effusion rates were calculated for the simple lunar and Martian flows using published empirical and theoretical relationships, resulting in a broad range of 500 to 108 (Moon) and 600 to 2 x 108 (Mars) m3/s, with most likely values of -5 X lU4 t o -lo5 for both flows. The compound Venus flow would have required 494 years for emplacement at the typical Kilauea rate of -5 m3/s, but the thermal balance of planetary tube systems could also be consistent with a rate at least an order of magnitude larger. The distinction between simple and compound flows is important to any evaluation of flow emplacement based solely on remote sensing data.
Introduction
Volcanic flows of great length have becn observed on scveral planetary surfaces [e.g., Lopes-Goutier, 19931 . Long lava flows on three planetary surfaces are examined here to provide constraints on the emplacement conditions experienced by these lavas. The observable flow dimensions, the topography over which the lava flowed, and the environmental conditions are compared for long lava flows on the Moon, Mars, and Venus. The results should provide a basis for comparison with long lava flows on Earth and other planetary surfaces.
The three lava flow localities chosen for this study represent distinct settings in which long lava flows have been documented with spacecraft images and photographs. Each lung flow has traceable flow margins in excess of 180 km in total length, and each occurs within broader flow fields indicative of substantial local volcanic cffusion. The specific sources for the three flows are not identifiable, so the observed flow lengths are minimum values only. All three flow locations occur in areas of broad volcanic plains with relatively low relief.
Background
Lung basaltic lava flows on Eanh are usually associated with localized massive volcanic effusion in areas called "large Copyright 1998 by thc American Geophysical Union.
igneous provinces" (LIPS). LIPS are widely distributed o n Earth, ranging in size from the enormous Ontong Java region on the east Pacific seafloor (-3.6 X lo7 km3) to the smaller hut extensively studied Columbia River Basalt (CRB) group (-1.3 X 1u6 km3) in the Pacific norfhwest of North America [Coffin aid Eldholm, 19931 . LIPS occur as oceanic plateaus (e.g., Ontong Java), on volcanic passive margins (un continental shelves), or within continental land masses (e.g., CRB). These diverse settings lcad to a wide range in the state of knowledge of each province due to the difficulty or ease with which the rocks can be accessed, but still an impressive global data set has resulted from individual studies [Mucdougull, 19881. Recently. a debate has arisen concerning the mode of lava emplacement within large igneous provinces, specifically within the CRB continental flood basalts. Shaw Md Swanson [I9701 provided the first quantitative estimates of CRB emplacement, relating constant effusion along fccdcr dikcs to turbulently flowing lava powered by the hydraulic head generated along the gently sloping lava surface. Their calculations resulted in emplacement times of days to a few weeks for CRB flows, encompassing individual flow units hundreds of kilometers in length, driven in large part by the observation that very little chilled glass is preserved in CRB flows, which was interpreted to imply extremely rapid emplacement [Shaw and Swanson, 19701 . This approach was adopted by subsequent studies of the emplacement uf long lava flows on the Moon [Srhnb~r, 1973hl and Venus [Roherfs et al., 19921. However Field evidence cited for inflation features within the CRB [Self er al., 1996, 19971 remains controversial, sincc many of these areas are also interpreted to be consistent with the rapid emplacement of the lava [Swanson er al., 1989, pp. 21-26 ; Tolan el al., 1989; Reidel and Tolan, 19921. If the lavas were emplaced via inflation, flow units within the CRB could require years to decades for emplacement, in marked contrast to the days to weeks envisioned by the flood scenario. Hopefully, insights from long planetary flow studies can help clarify distinctions between scenarios and point to helpful evidence from other studies of long lava flows.
The issue of fast versus siow emplacement of the CRB flows was addressed during a field trip preceding the 1995 International Union of Geology and Geophysics (RIGG) meeting [ Hun and Palliuler, 19951 , where participants were shown some of the controversial features while advocates for both fast and slow emplacement presented their cases. Both sides made sufficiently compelling cases to warrant further study, but both sides require additional field cvidcnce addressing both fast and siow emplaccmcnt within the flows of the CRB flows. A Chapman Conference in 1996 specilically addressed the conditions of emplacement for long lava flows, and an associated field trip visited localities on the Undara, Kinrara, and Toomba flows, Cenozoic basalts that include some of the longest subaerial lava flows in the world 19971 , but none of the flows described below display this distinctive pattern. The relationship between lava tubes and inflatcd flows is clearly relevant to a discussion of possible effusion rates associated with planetary flows, but it is unlikely that features diagnostic of inflation can be detected unambiguously using the planetary remote sensing data currently available.
The transition from thc smooth, ropy texture of pahoehoe lava to the clinkery rubble of an aa flow is clearly related to effusion rate for Hawaiian flows [Rowland and Walker, 19901. However, this transition is also closely related to the rate of shear experienced by the lava and its volatile content [ Kilburn, 1990, 19931 . The presence of pahoehoe or aa surface lextures is dilficult to deter~ninc using current planetary image data, although the use of varlable rod lengths in measuring the margins of lava flows shows great promise for distinguishing between the fractal nature of these flow types [Bruno el a/.. 1992, 19941 . Flow texture is strongly influenced by the environnlent into which the flow is emplaced, along with the effusion rateof the flow [Griffiirhs and Fink, 1992a. b; Gregg and Fink, 1995, 19961, so the pahoehoe-aa transition will not be used here to infer effusion conditions. A more fundamental issue is the distinction described by Walker [I9711 as "compound" or "simple" lava flows. Compound flows consist of multiple flow fronts and margins emplaced as the flow advances by near-simultaneous effusion from many locations along the front, often highly intermixed within the broader confines of the flow outline. By contrast, simple flows are emplaced behind a single advancing front, and they can d~splay a medial channel which supplird the active snout during emplacement if conditions allowed the channel to drain once effusion stoppcd. The distinction bctwccn compound and simple flows can provide a clue to the flow emplacement, and some of these characteristics r e resolvable with existing planetary data.
Three Planetary Examples of Long Lava Flows
The lava flows examined here are found on broad volcanic plains on the Moon, Mars, and Venus. The associated flow fields occur in vcry diffcrcnt physical environments, ranging from a dense carbon dioxide atmosphere (Venus) to a vacuum (the Moon), and yet they all display comparable overall dimensions and plan views. In this section we describe the characteristics of a long flow within each field, as well as the general aspect of the field in which it occurs. Basic parameters for the long flow identified on each plane1 are summarized in Table 1 3.1 Mare Imbrium, Moon Table 1 for dimensions. The ubiquitous impdct cralers un the 1mbriu111 flows indicate that they have been subjected to a prolonged history of cosmic bombardment. No Apollo samples were obtained from this area of the Moon, hut the cratering record suggests that these flows are among the youngcst materials emplaced onto the lunar surface, with probable exposure ages of from 2.5 to 3 . 0 b.y. [Schaber el a l . , 19761. The lmbrium lava flows show distinct differences from other mare materials at infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths [Wltitaker, 19721, For comparison with long flows on other planets, wc focus here on the radar-bright compound flows in Strenia Fluctus (flows 1 lo 3 in Figurc 6). Thrcc bright flows extend southeast past a n outcrop of faulted tessera terrain, and their sources are buried beneath subsequent flows. All three tlows are compound in nature when examined at full resolution and optimized contrast. These flows extend down a regional slope of 0.05' to 0.03O (contours, Figure 71 , which corresponds to a vertical drup of <I 111 per kilometer traversed [Helgerud and Zin~belrna~~, 19931 . m e longest of the three flows (flow 1, Figure 6 ) extends 180 km with a variable width ranging from 5 to 20 km, resulting in lengthlwidth aspect ratio? that range from 9: 1 to 36: 1. It is very difficult to obtain good estimates of flow thickncss from Magcllan SAR imagcs of Vcnus. Flow margins produce no observable radar "shadow" unless the fluws are exceptionally thick [e.g., Moore el a/., 19921. Estimates of the interaction of flows with topographic obstacles suggests that flows on the lowland plains are likely 10 to 30 m i n thickness [Roberts ef 01.. 19921.
A single 2-km-diameter dome (arrow, Figure 7) is the source of a complex array of radar-intermediate to -bright flows (flow 4, Figure 6 ) that extend -160 km down a regional slope of 0.03". This example of a point source for an extensive flow field is somewhat rare among the complex volcanics of the Venusian lowlands. It secms morc likcly that the compound flows in Strenia mucus are the distal portiurls u l a (now buried) flow complex perhaps analogous to the phase I11 lavas on the Moon. The Venusian lavas seem to be capable of maintaining a compound flow structure long distances from their proxlmal areas.
The atmosphere of Venus is composed primarily of carbun dioxide, with a perpetual cover of clouds formed by the condensation of sulfuric acid droplets. The cloud cover and the infrared properties of carbon dioxide comhine to make an effective greenhouse, maintaining the surface temperature at -750 K across the Venusian plains.
The atmosphere is substantially thicker than that of Earth, with a surface pressure of -90 bars (9 x l o 6 Nlm2) for the lowland plains. The elevated temperatures and pressures should have had an influence on the cooling of lava flows, but the surprising result is that forccd convcction in the thick atmosphere could make lava flows lose heat more effectively than a co~nparable subaerial flow on Earth [Head and Wilson, 19861. The measured dimensions of the three planetary flows will now be used to evaluate the effusion rates likely responsible for these flows. In applying published relationships relating flow dimensions to effusion rate, we first subdivide the three flows into two categories. The lunar and Martian flows have visible characteristics consistent with a simple flow while the intermixed flow fronts evident in the Venusian flow imply that it is a compound flow. This division is based on features visible in data currently available; it is possible that new informailon could change the inferred style of emplacement for any of the flows. Most published relationships were derived for simple flows, and these relationships will h e applied only to the lunar and Martian flows. Kesirhelyi and Pien' 119931 discuss problems resulting from applying fluw relationships for simple flows t o a compound flow. l%e basic ratioinale for each approach is summarized below, with the computed results tahluated in Figure 8 . The reader should consult individual relerences for the details of each method.
Estimates of Effusion Rates

Simple Flows
Waker [I9731 compared flow length to average effusion rate for basalt flows on Hawaii. where the longest subaerial flow is -60 km. Extrapolating his plol lo include the lunar and Martian flows, their obscrved lengths imply effusion rates of -los (Moon) and -lo6 (Mars) m3/s (Figurc 8) . Thcsc values could vary by at least a n order of magnitude and still fall within the envelope defined by Walker's [I9731 data. This extrapolation assumcs Hawaiian emplacement conditions are accurate analogs to the planetary environments and can be scaled up by several orders of magnitude without introducing sigoificant errors. Malin [I9801 suggested that lhe Hawaii data provlded a better correlation between tlow length and total erupted volume. However, Pinkerton and Wilson [I9941 determined that Malin's correlation actually is consistent with Walker's [I9731 relationship if tube-fed flows and shortduration eruptions are excluded.
Pieri and Baloga [I9861 used data from the Kilauea eruptions that began in 1983 to obtain a correlation between the planimetric area of the flow (A) and effusion rate (Q). They showed that both theoretical n~odeling and measurements of flows from various volcanoes can show considerable variation in Q/A from volcano to volcano, but the ratio is reasonably 27,512 ZIMBELMAN: LONG LAVA FLOWS ON PLANmARY SURFACES consistent (1 to 120 m3/ km2) for eruptions o n a given volcano. Applying this Q/A range to the lunar and Martian flows, we obta~n effusion rates of 5 x 1 0 2 to 6 x lo5 ( Moon) and 9 X 10' to lo6 (Mars) m'ls (Figure 8 ). This empirical rclationship again relics primarily on Hawaii data and their applicability over many orders of magnitude.
However, planimctric arca is rcadily mcasurcd from rcmote sensing data, SO it can provide an alternative to extrapolating Walker's [I9731 QIL relationship. Q/A for the lunar and Martian flows overlaps the Walker extrapolation only at the upper end of the Q/A range (Figure 8) .
Kilburnand Lopes [I9911 documented flow dimensions for aa and block flows on a variety of volcanoes, obtaining a statistically significant relationsh~p between the flow emplacement time and the maximum values of length and width for the flow field. If the volume is assumed to b e emplaced over the derived emplacernent time, the lunar and Martian flows imply effusion rates of 2 x 10' to 6 x lo6 (Moon) and los to 4 x lo6 (Mars) m3/s (Figure 8 ). Unlike the above methods, this calculation is based on measurements from a variety of lava types and volcanoes rather than assuming a IIawaii eruption style. Here we havc applicd a rclationship dcvcloped for a ficld of simple flows to individual long planetary flows.
Pinkerron and Wilson 119941 used the Grab number t o determine when conductive cooling of lava in a central channel [I9871 for flows that stop when effusion terminates at the vent. that is proportional to the term (volume / length x height)?. Given the uncertainties in all three paranleters for thc planetary flows, dcrived cffusion ratcs range widely from 6
x l o 4 to lo8 (Muun) and 4 x l o 4 to 2 x lo8 (Mars) m3/s; average dimensions for both flows are consistent with a n intermediate result of -lo6 m3/s (Figure 8 ). The applicability of this method is dependent on identifying volume-limited flows, and it includes some of the same conduction cooling assumptions involved in the Gr;itz number method.
An effusion rate estimate can be made that i s independent of the methods discussed thus far. If the char~nelized reaches of the lunar and Martian flows are assumed to have been active a t approximately one-half the flow width and thickness at their mcdial channcl locations, thc cross-sectional arca of the active channels would have been 5 x lo4 (Moon) and 3. Thus the above emplacement times could be reduced by a factor of 10 and still be consistent with tube-fed effusion.
Discussion
The effusion rille estimates and associatcd emplacement times obtained above illustrate the importance of evaluating whether a flow is compound or simple in origin.
Most published e~lipirical and theoretical relationships are derived from slmple flows fed by a single medial channel or with a front that advances uniformly under the influence of the lava within the snout. Some planerary flows. such as the Venus flows in Slrenia Fluctus, d o not fit this condition and instead display characceristics that suggest a currlpound origin. At present, there is no direct evldence that conclusively demonstrates whether compound planetary flows involve slow effusion or rapid emplacement. In this situation, we favor the pahoehoe-like toes at its hasc, -110 km from thc vcnt (Pigurc approach of Keszrhelyi and Pieri [I9931 to infer relatively 9). The surface of the Toomba flow near its distal end consists modest effusion rates.
primarily of a pahoehoe sheets, including broad stretches The Australian long lava flows provide unequivocal lacking relief beyond that of cracks and squeeze-ups between evidence that the basaltic laws such as the Toomha flow were the pahoehne slahs (Figure 10 ). The distal parts of the emplaccd undcr conditions that produced meter-scale Toomba flow also include many lava rises and pressure ridges This result is in general agreement with the recent assessment that the CRB flows could have been emplaced at a n average effusion rate oC -4000 m3/s through inflation during emplacerner~t [Self el al., 19971, comparable to the Lakl eruption that produced the largest effusion rate for an historic eruption [Thordarson and Self. 19931.
The environment into which the planetary flows were emplaced must have affected the surfaces of these flows. The manner is which lava loses heat can produce a range of distinctive surface features [Criffiths and Fink. 1992a. b: Gregg and Fink. 1995, 19961 . Unfortunately. the available resolution for much of thc existing planctary image data may not be sufficient to dctcct somc of thcsc characteristic features. Radar provides valuable information on the meter-to 100-mscale roughness on Venusian lavas LCampbell and Campbell, 19921, but other contributions to radar reflectivity (dielectric constant, emissivity, etc.) make unique interpretation difficult. Hopefully, the high-resolution camera on Mars Global Surveyor [Mulin d ul., 19921 will provide crucial new meter-scale information after systemattc mapping begins i n March 1999.
The three planetary lava flows have relatively large lengthlwidth aspect ratios (generally, >lo: I ) that are difficult Lo recuricilc with rapid eCiusion on a very shallow slopc [Zimbelman, 19961. In particular, it seems difficult for a very large extrusion rate, whether from a point source or a linear dike, to produce a flow many times longer than it is wide, especially on a regional slope of -0.1'. Recently. Miyamoto and Sasaki [this issue] carried out numerical simulations of lava flow emplacemenr which showed that flow width appears to he sensitive to effusion rate for large simple flows; i n general, wider flows required a higher effusion rate than narrow flows. From this perspective, the hroad width of the proximal phase 111 lmbtium lavas (Figure 1 ) may be consistent with relatively large initial effusion similar to that modeled b y Shaw and Swanson [1970] , but no definitive evidence of turbulent flow has yet been demonstrated for terrestrial lava flows. The relatively narrow planform of the distal phase 111 lmbrium lava and thc othcr planctary flows considered here are not easily accommodated by flood-like effusion.
The interaction of tlow segments with subtle topographic features, such as i n the Strenia Fluctus flows o n Venus (Figure 7) . also suggest the flows were ahle to respond to changes in slope of the order of only 0.03.' , favoring slow rather than fast effusion. While it is not possible at present to state conclusively that such considerations require modest Hawaiilike effusion rates, it i s difficult to reconcile the three planetary flows examined here with the massive effusion rates and turbulent conditions attributed to flood-like emplacement.
Summary
Primary conclusions are as follows: (1) The long flows o n the Moon and Mars are interpreted here to be simple flows from the lack of multiple flow margins and the presence of a medial channel in their proximal reaches. This observation allows their effusion rate to be estimated using several published relationships involving flow dimensions. 
